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Hindu Community and Cultural Center (HCCC) will celebrate “Holi” – the festival
of colors on

Saturday, March 23rd, 2019 from 11 AM to 3 PM at Leo R Croce
Elementary School, 5650 Scenic Avenue, Livermore, CA 94551
Holi is a festival that celebrates the victory of good over evil and a celebration of the arrival of
spring. It’s the festival of colors and happiness - a free-for-all carnival of colors, where
participants play, chase and color each other with dry color powder.
First 500
registrations
get free
colors

Come, participate and enjoy the activities planned
For pre-registration email your name and number of attendees (adults
and minors above 5 years old) to holi@livermoretemple.org
For further information and Stall registration, please contact
Vijay Kumar at 925-984-9348
Bhaskar Swaminathan at 925-487-5017
Brajesh Kumar at 415-264-7701
Sanjay Singh at 925-998-6847
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No outside food, drinks and colors allowed

Participants agree to the following terms and Conditions
Holi Milan Mela – Festival of colors, on the one hand a traditional Indian festival of colors, whereby color powder is used on
a large scale and the visitors pelt colors at each other with mutual consent and on the other hand it is a musical festival.
1.

The color powder used for this festival is 100% non‐toxic and completely biodegradable, made of the highest quality blending
agents available in USA and contains corn starch, color depending on the color components of preservatives, dyes, and other
substances which are 100% FD&C grade. The HCCC is not aware of any allergic reactions or adverse health effects of the colors
used for this event. Nevertheless the HCCC issues following safety measures and the Participant is obliged to participate in the
implementation of these measures:
a) Persons with (asthmatic) respiratory ailments are dissuaded from attending the event.
b) Only color powder provided by the HCCC should be used at the site venue. In particular, transportation of any other
color powder or color powder similar to the one being used at the site venue is prohibited. Violations shall result in
expulsion from the site venue.
c) To protect eyes from color tosses, it is recommended to carry swimming goggles.
d) It is not advisable to wear contact lenses at the site venue as in exceptional cases color powder can settle on the
lenses.
e) The use of the color powder is strictly prohibited near gastronomy facilities (minimum distance: 5 meter). Intentional
violations shall lead to expulsion from the event.
f) The colored powder is specifically not intended for consumption. The intentional combining/mixing of the color
powder with food and drinks by third parties is strictly prohibited and will lead to expulsion from the event venue.
g) Participants should dispense the powder bags in garbage bins located at the site.
Being aware of these safety instructions and knowing the risks arising from the use of color powder and playing loud
music, the Participant participates in the event at his/her own risk and peril.
2. The HCCC would like to emphasize that the color powder cannot be removed completely from clothing, bags, shoes, etc.
depending on the material by washing, tapping or cleaning, and that it cannot be held liable to any damage in this regard.
3. Electronic and technical devices such as mobile phones, smart phones and cameras might get damaged by the color powder.
The HCCC therefore recommends that you do not bring such devices to the event venue or protect them in an appropriate
manner from any contact with the color powder.
4. Minors below 5 years are not allowed to attend the event. They may be denied access to the event venue.
5. Animals are not allowed on the event venue for security reasons.
6. The Participant acknowledges and agrees that at the event venue image and video recordings related to the event will be
produced by the HCCC, its agents, or other third party for the purpose of a media analysis on TV and in print and online media,
and agrees in this respect not to ask for any compensation for the recording of his voice and image, and for the subsequent use
of these recordings in all current and future media. However, the Participant has the right to prohibit the use his image if he is
clearly the sole focus of a recording or his privacy rights are massively violated by means of this.
7. The Participant is allowed to capture sound, image and motion pictures at the event venue for private purposes only.
8. The instructions of the HCCC and of the regulatory staff employed by the HCCC must be followed in all cases. Violations would
result in expulsion from the event venue.
9. Participants agree to indemnify HCCC & Livermore Valley Unified School District & their staff and management from any
(negligent or non‐negligent) actions from and/or impacts to the participants.
10. Participants will have to sign an Indemnity form before entering the event site.
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